Approximately 36 members of the public attended, including APD civilians and councilmembers.

1. CPC members present: Vicki Williams, Roy Turpen, Richard Lujan, Francine Lopez, Kenneth Armijo, Dina Soto, William Orr, Cassandra Morrison, Troy Taylor

2. Call to order – 6:34 PM

3. Amended and Approve of July Agenda – Approved

4. Amended and Approved July Minutes – Approved

1. Guest speaker: Pete Dinelli - Ex Albuquerque City Councilor, and practicing Attorney in Albuquerque

- Pete Dinelli spoke about his views on the mayors’ race and gave his opinion. DOJ consent decree: what is happening? How did we get to where we are today, how to move forward, why the DOJ arrived in the first place? Back in 2014, the DOJ investigated the APD and found a consistent pattern of excessive use of force and deadly use of force. Albuquerque suffers from cultural aggression that took many years to develop. DOJ made it very clear if the city did not enter into a settlement agreement, DOJ would file a lawsuit and take over the APD. There are seventeen consent decrees in the U.S, and what is consistent of each excessive use of force and deadly use of force related to a pattern of conduct in minorities in racial profiling. Albuquerque’s consent decree is unique because they are found to engage in terrible conduct while interacting with the mentally ill-using the case example of James Boyd from the Foothills area.

- Contact information:
  i. pdenelli@yahoo.com
  ii. www.petedinelli.com
2. Questions:
   - Who is responsible for “continuing resistance” in APD?
   - Who is responsible for continuing resistance in APD?
   - What can the CPC’s do to help with the changes you are proposing?
   - What are some actionable steps for the CPC’s
   - Should we go to out city council for more help?

3. Old business:
   - Monthly meeting council
   - APD news letter

4. New Business
   - Submissions of recommendations
   - Council of Chairs meeting with Mayor and APD leadership on Monday 07/19/2021
   - Next NE CPC meeting on August 10, 2021
   - Recognizing NE area command Officers
     i. May- Sergeant Christopher Rody
     ii. June – Officer Ashley Freelin

5. NE Area command APD presentations
   - Crime stats for June 1 – 30
     i. 148 - Shoplifting/property crime/larceny/fraud/forgery
     ii. 50 – Auto burglary
     iii. 56 – vandalism
     iv. 72 – Auto theft
     v. 13 - recovered stolen vehicles
     vi. 21 – Commercial burglaries
     vii. 16 – Residential burglaries
     viii. 125 – Disturbance
   - Offenses involving people
     i. 300 – family offenses
     ii. 16 - fight if progress
     iii. 76- aggravated assault and battery
iv. 36 - robbery all types
v. 8- criminal sexual penetration
vi. 2- homicides

- Total calls for service 8131

6. Use of force statistical data  Force per 1000 = 1.2

- Level 1 = 3
- Level 2 = 4
- Level 3 = 3
- Total = 10

i. Use of force disputes
   1. 12 – disturbances & family disputes
   2. 9 – suspicious person & vehicle
   3. 7 – suicide
   4. 6 – continuation of early offenses
   5. 4 – wanted person
   6. 3 – fight in progress
   7. 2 – shooting/shots fired/ stolen vehicle found/drunken driver/aggravated assault
   8. 1 – auto burglary/vehicle theft/Onsight disturbances/commercial burglary/ auto theft shooting/ well fair check/commercial robbery/ commercial businesses/vandalism/SWAT

7. Commander Greg Weber – APD bid update
8. Kelly Mensah – Recommendation update
9. Sgt Silva Recruitment update
10. Franchesca Perdue Albuquerque Police Department's Crime Prevention Specialist
    - Crime Preventions Environmental Design Security Survey
      i. Contact her for questions
      ii. Free service to the city
      iii. Look at properties and make recommendations to make it safer
11. Meeting Adjourned 8:25pm

To watch the Northeast CPC July Council Meeting, please click link below:
Topic: Northeast Community Policing Council
Date: July 13, 2021 06:30 PM Mountain Time (US and Canada)

https://cabq.zoom.us/rec/share/LiRC_dPB3FEERVS2BfHah9Px46GRlfMyyeS_jeah3u2GkNjfjwKuZqw3CdfboM25.FMk8eNVPJpmqutLu?startTime=1626222647000